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Abstract 
The article is devoted to the formalization [1] of the design of mathematical model for the computer simulation of complex 
mechanical systems. The simulation object is the mechanical system of the transport vehicle (railway or automotive). The 
complete system is split into subsystems (macro-elements), each of macro-element has one degree of freedom. The whole system 
of macro-elements can be considered as a translational moving system. A two-stage algorithm to construct a mathematical 
macro-model of the transport vehicle mechanical system - is presented. The results of the computer simulation are presented. 
This modeling method is beneficial to be used in the educational process to establish interdisciplinary connections, as well as to 
create e-learning resources for students of applied mathematics, information technology and engineering profiles. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).
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1. Introduction 
One of the significant areas of research in the field of solving the problems of modeling through the use of 
modern computer technologies is a computer simulation of complex mechanical systems. 
It should be noted that at present, particular significance is the formalization of mathematical models of systems 
and processes in the context of solving specific practical problems, due in no small measure to solving of the urgent 
problem of import substitution in the field of software systems CAD/CAM/CAE. A very important problem is the 
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problem of teaching students to create new, including specialized software systems that support the functions of 
mathematical modeling complex mechanical systems [2-11]. 
The problem of modeling the dynamics of mechanical systems of vehicles [1,4-9] is a good example of the object 
of research in teaching students the principles of computer simulation [10, 11]. This task allows student to have the 
intuitive interpretation of system parameters. Intuitive interpretation also corresponds to results, which are presented 
in the form of dependency graphs from the time the motion. From a practical point of view, to the area of the 
considered mechanical systems are included trains and railway crews, and it includes means of road (automotive) 
transport, including vehicles of auto truck transport. 
2. The ways to modeling of mechanical systems 
Due to the practical importance of a problem, currently the considerable number of works is devoted to creation 
of adequate mathematical model of mechanical systems of transport vehicles and their computer realization. In 
particular, for several years the design of the relevant modules of software system "Universal Mechanism" (UM) is 
developing under the supervising of prof. Pogorelov D.Y. [5, 6, 12, 13]. However, it should be noted that the study 
of models and methods [5-9, 12, 13] for implementation of mathematical software of software complex UM [14] is a 
separate task that requires a good mathematical training and deep knowledge in the subject area. This task is beyond 
the base curriculum for computer simulation training course for the bachelor studying, for which mechanical 
transport systems are not the main and only object to study. 
As a different approach to the construction of mathematical models of complex mechanical systems process can 
be used formal methods based on the principles of the existence of the Electro-mechanical analogy and on the using 
of "global" variables, objects, and elements of circuitry [15, 16]. An example of such approach is the use of 
simulation technology of mechanical systems by means of a formal language and a graphical representation of the 
modeled mechanical system using similar electronic circuits in accordance with international standard VHDL-AMS. 
However, in order to establish interdisciplinary connections in the learning process more rational approach may 
be the use of the method of generalized energy phase variables (GEPV) proposed in [10] for the design of 
mathematical models within CAD systems. The topology of the system in this method can be represented as in the 
form of the electrical circuit analog electronic devices and as in the classic form of a directed graph. The 
implementation steps of this method are based on mathematical and formal tools of the disciplines of applied 
mathematics. Objects for modeling by method GEPV can be discrete dynamical systems and sub-systems of 
different physical nature. It is worth noting that the GEPV analogy of phase variables, of topological and of 
component equations for different physical systems are consistent with the standard VHDL-AMS in which the 
corresponding phase variables appear with the names "across quantity" and "through quantity". The construction of 
mathematical models of complex mechanical systems can be carried out using classical methods of theoretical 
mechanics [2-4] with the use of modern technology implementation in an object-oriented approach also. Object-
oriented approach is widely used now to solve different mathematical and specialized problems [17-20] by means of 
simulation by tools of object-oriented programming technology.  
Method GEPV and object-oriented approach at the correct introduction of the parameters of the system elements 
allows to construct a mathematical model which fully corresponds [1, 4] to the model obtained by mathematical 
tools of theoretical mechanics. It should be noted that when modeling systems consisting of the solids that perform 
various types of mechanical motion, the basic method GEPV [10] require to design of a complex system of circuits 
and the imposition of laws of interrelation variables based  from the subject area.  
3. Two-stage method to modeling of mechanical systems of transport vehicle   
As discussed in [1], for use in the educational process rationally [20] integrated application of methods of 
classical mechanics with GEPV method. When using the proposed technology the resulting system to describe the in 
relation to each other of movement of macro-elements in the direction of the main (target) movement can be seen as 
performing translational mechanical movement that corresponds to one of five basic types of physical subsystems, 
adequately simulated by the method GEPV [4]. Under the proposed approach, the macro system, shown in left part 
of figure 1, means to split the system into interconnected subsystems, each of which is characterized by separate 
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generalized coordinate. In right part of figure 1 shows a directed graph of the relationship of macro-elements, 
constructed to apply the method GEPV.  
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Fig.1. Left: sampling of the system and the interaction effects to method GEPV; Right: directed graph.
Directed graphs in a method GEPV allow to present conveniently and visually the topology of the system with 
different types of layout and interaction of the elements, as its are shown in figures 2, 3. 
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Fig. 2. Left: second system; Right: directed graph to second system.
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Fig. 3. Left: third system; Right: directed graph to third system.
Proposed by the authors in [1] for use in the educational process the two-stage algorithm to construct 
mathematical macro-model of the mechanical system of the transport vehicle in the general form is presented below. 
Stage 1. First, it should make splitting (left parts of figures 1, 2, 3) of the system into subsystems (macro-
elements). Using the principles of the second kind Lagrange equations it should determine the inertial characteristics 
(reduced mass) of each object and the external action on the system. 
Stage 2. It should identify interaction effects of macro elements (subsystems) between themselves and with the 
external environment (constrains). It should build equivalent circuit and a directed graph (rights parts of figures 1, 2, 
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3) in accordance with the principles and algorithm of method application GEPV for the mechanical translational 
system. By formal tools should construct the mathematical model in the Cauchy problem form. 
Generalized information flow diagrams to implementation of the formalized steps of the proposed algorithm are 
showed in figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Left: scheme of information flows of stage 1; Right: scheme of information flows of stage 2.
The most important aspect of drawing up of mathematical model by proposed methodology [1] is the correct 
description of the topology of the system: correct numbering of macro elements (subsystems) and indexation of the 
parameters of the energy elements in accordance with the following elements in the kinematic chain, i.e. a sequence 
of "transfer" to move from item to item.  
The reduced mass for the subsystem  k  that contains ‘ n ’ wheels pairs: 
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where the notation means: 1m  – mass of main element; 2m  – mass of each wheel; R  – radius of wheel;  
i  – inertia radius of wheel.  
The force of external actions on the system causing its translational moving on the inclined surface consists of 
two parts:  
sin sinjd C C
j j
M
F F m g m g
R
D D r r    r r  ¦ .  (2) 
This force [4] is directly applied to a driving macro-element, at the movement on an inclined surface it depends 
on the mass of whole system Cm  representing the total mass of all elements of system, but not their reduced mass 
analogs. At the movement up the inclined plane the component of influence of gravity has, naturally, the negative 
sign, and at the movement on a horizontal surface in general is absent.  
The traction force dF  is generated by the adhesion of the wheels with the support surface and depends on the 
moments acting on the axis of the driving wheels pairs with index ‘j ‘. At the stage of the braking system, the driving 
force is absent. It should be noted that only at this stage, the mathematical model must have components of friction 
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about "the earth" that are shown in graphs of right parts of figures 1, 2, 3 by dashed lines for subsystems (macro-
elements) that are including driving wheels pair. 
The resulting mathematical model [1, 4] when it presented in the form of the classical Cauchy problem contains 
the basis phase variables as absolute velocities mU  for all macro-elements and as forces LI  of elastic interaction. 
The interaction of subsystems « i jo » of any type (elastic jiL  or friction jiR ) introduced in the mathematical 
model by dependence on the difference of velocities 
ji m mi j
U U U  , 0 0j m mj jU U U   .  (3) 
To automate the construction of a mathematical model by means of object-oriented programming is convenient to 
introduce a generalized representation of the components of the right side of the equations: 
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4. Resulting mathematical model 
So, for the system presented in figure 1 the resulted mathematical macro-model beyond the stage of "braking" has 
the form: 
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The resulting system of equations must be complemented by an unambiguous definition of the initial conditions 
of each stage of the movement. 
5. Results of computer simulation 
In figures 5, 6 are presented the results of computer simulation of the dynamics of the five macro elements with 
the help of a software product that is implemented using object-oriented programming based on the described 
algorithm for the construction of mathematical software. 
Fig. 5. Left: graphs of displacements; Right: graphs of velocities.
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Fig. 6. Left: graphs of accelerations; Right: graphs of elastic forces.
Object-oriented approach to the implementation of the technologies of constructing mathematical software allows 
simulate the behavior of the system in different modes: controlled motion, inertia and braking, which is clearly 
reflected in right part of figure 5. The definition and treatment of "exceptions" in the software product also allows 
you to track the permissible limits of relative movement of macro-elements.  When reaching these values the 
characteristics of the elastic connecting elements change automatically. 
6. Conclusions 
Presented in this article, the technology of constructing mathematical models of complex mechanical systems is 
useful for use in the educational process in order to establish interdisciplinary links at example that is clear and 
intuitively understandable to the student. Development of electronic educational resources in this area allows you to 
combine educational material relating to the principles and foundations of mathematical and computer modeling, 
classical problems and methods of the subject area, use the principles of object-oriented approach to modeling, the 
characteristics and limitations of formal methods computer-aided design. When you set out the way to solve the 
described problem presents material [20] relating to such sections applied mathematics like graph theory, theory of 
algorithms, numerical methods of solution of problems of mathematical analysis and other sections of educational 
material related to the problem of modeling specific tasks programmatically. Additional elements which increase the 
quality of e-learning resources is also developing expert systems for selection of model parameters and their 
adjustment in accordance with the formal characteristics and analysis of the obtained results in order to improve the 
adequacy of the model. 
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